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 1 GROUP SWIFT TO ATTACK
Bomber Command’s Unsung

Heroes

24317 £3.99

Patrick Otter
HB, 368 pp

Published Price £25

An accurate and well-researched account
of the forgotten heroes of 1 Group of RAF
Bomber Command in the Second World
War. Accompanied with maps and
photographs, this is a record of bravery
above and beyond the call of duty shown
by young pilots who carried out their
missions against overwhelming odds.

 249 AT MALTA
RAF’S Top Scoring Fighter

Squadron

25658 £11.99

Brian Cull, Frederick Galea
Hardback, 272 pp, Illustrated

Published Price £25

This new book by two experienced authors
details 249 Squadrons fight during the
defence of Malta, in it’s time in the
Mediterranean theatre of operations, 249
had claimed 245 air victories in the skies
over Malta, producing many ace pilots
such as ‘Screwball’ Beurling, Laddie
Lucas, Johnny Plagis, John Lynch, to
name but a few.

 A FRENCH SOLDIER’S WAR
DIARY 1914-1918

25440 £3.99

Henri Desagneaux
Hardback, 112 pages

Published Price £19.99

A classic account of a French soldier’s
role in the trenches of the Western front.
Henri Desagneaux writes with anger and
compassion of the suffering and losses he
and his increasingly mutinous comrades
endured as they tried to execute orders
issued by a distant High Command from
their HQ miles behind the front.

 A MARINE AT GALLIPOLI
AND ON THE WESTERN FRONT

The Diary of Harry Askin

30248 £5.99

Jean Baker
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

An excellent recounting of the life of a
Royal Marine who goes from private to
officer in the course of WW1.

 BATTLEGROUND FRENCH
COAST: COCKLESHELL RAID

26239 £3.99

Paul Oldfield
Softback, 240 pages

Published Price £14.99

This book covers the whole of the
Operation ‘Frankton’ story including the
development of the Royal Marines Boom
Patrol Detachment, the planning and
preparation for the raid, its aftermath and
an account of the horrific war crimes
inflicted on those who were captured. It
also includes the epic escape by Haslar
and Corporal Bill Sparks across occupied
France into Spain.

 AIR BATTLE OF THE RUHR
RAF Offensive March-July 1943

24291 £3.99

Alan W. Cooper
SB, 228 pp

Published Price £12.99

The Ruhr valley was the heartland of
German industry in the Second World
War. Bomber Command dealt heavy
blows to Nazi productivity in a series of
devastating raids in the Spring and
Summer of 1943 which are described in
this moving and important contribution to
the history of the RAF’s most gruelling
campaign.

 AIR POWER AND THE ARAB
WORLD 1909-1955 VOLUME I
Military Flying Services in Arab

Countries

30250 £5.99

Dr. David C. Nicolle, Air Vice Marshal
Gabr Ali Gabr

Softback, 96 pages Pages : 96 140
b/w photos/ills, 15 colour profiles, 5

maps, 8 colour photos/ills
Published Price £16.95

Based on decades of consistent research,
but also newly available sources in both
Arabic and various European languages,
and illustrated with a wide range of
authentic photography, Volume 1 of the
Air Power and the Arab World, 1909-1955
mini-series is telling the story of the men
and machines of the first half century of
military aviation in the Arab World.

 ALONG O’MY OLD BROWN
MULE

R.A.V.C. History 1944-1947

28950 £5.99

 Major J. D. Parkinson
Softback, 68 pages with Maps &

Illustrations
Published Price £12.99

Very well produced history of the
activities of the RAVC during the Burma
Campaign of World War 2,giving a vivid
account of events during battle and the
important conurbation of transport animals
in achieving final victory.

 AMERICAN PANTHER TANKS
An Examination on the Five
Surviving Panzer V Tanks,

including the rare Panther II

30203 £8.99

Craig Moore
Softback, 112 pages illustrated in

colour throughout
Published Price £22

‘American Panther Tanks’ sounds a
strange title for a book, but currently there
are five surviving WW2 German Panther
tanks in America. It is believed that
fourteen captured Panzer V Panther tanks
were shipped to the United States after the
Second World War.

THE AMERICAN SHARPE
The Adventures of an American
Officer of the 95th Rifles in the

Peninsular and Waterloo
Campaigns

26972 £4.99

Gareth Glover
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

Sharpe and his adventures has made the
95th Foot renowned again and the
discovery of an unpublished diary by an
American from Charleston South Carolina
who served, despite his father's objections,
as an officer in this elite regiment has
caused great excitement. James Penman
Gairdner was born in Charleston, South
Carolina, but he was sent back to the 'Old
Country' for his education, receiving his
schooling at Harrow. After school, rather
than joining his father's merchant business
he decided to become a soldier, receiving
a commission in the famous 95th Rifles.
He subsequently served, without a break,
from the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo in
January 1812 until the end of the war in
1814.

 AN ANZAC ON THE WESTERN
FRONT

The Personal Reflections of an
Australian Infantryman from 1916

to 1918

24367 £4.99

H. R. Williams
HB, 208 pp

Published Price £19.99

Harold Williams was an Anzac volunteer
who enlisted in 1915, and arrived in
France in June 1916 - just in time for the
disastrous battle of Fromelles, a
catastrophic prelude to the Somme which
Williams describes in truly shocking
clarity. Surviving Fromelles, the Somme
itself, and a subsequent gas attack
Williams went through the mud of the
Ypres salient; the German Spring
offensives of 1918 - and the Australian-led
Allied counter-attack before Amiens.
Wounded at Peronne, he was invalided to
Britain and returned to Australia in 1919.
His account of his horrific experiences is
both well-written and utterly terrifying.

THE ARMED FORCES OF THE
GULF STATES VOLUME II

Oman1921-2012

30252 £5.99

Cliff Lord
Softback ages : 90 Images : 73 b/w

photos, 26pp colour section, 4 maps,
26 tables

Published Price £16.95

This book provides an overview of the
military forces of Muscat & Oman and
successor State of Oman.

 ARMOURED HORSEMAN
With the Bays and Eighth Army in

North Africa and Italy

25380 £5.99

Peter Willett
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

The memoirs of an Eighth Army tankman
who fought through the North African and
Italian campaigns in the Second World
War and survived, though many of his
comrades were not so fortunate.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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 AT CLOSE QUARTERS
SOE Close Combat Pistol

Instructor Colonel Hector Grant-
Taylor

24544 £3.99

David Armstrong
SB, 175 pp, Illustrrated
Published Price £18.99

The subject of this enthralling book, Col.
Hector Grant-Taylor, was the senior SOE
Instructor in the deadly arts of killing at
close quarters during the Second World
War. Although he taught SOE agents their
lethal skills, the man’s own life was a
mystery. This thrilling book finally
unravels the mystery.

 AT THE FORWARD EDGE OF
THE BATTLE VOLUME I
A History of the Pakistan

Armoured Corps 1938-2016

30253 £5.99

Major General Syed Ali Hamid
Softback, 96 pages, Images : 100 b/w

photos/ills, 20 colour profiles, 12
colour ills, 2 maps, 2 tables

Published Price £19.95

Good organisational coverage of the
transition period as Pakistan became
independent from India and military assets
were divided between the two.

THE BABY KILLERS
German Air Raids on Britain in the

First World War

24976 £3.99

Thomas Fegan
SB, 192 pp

Published Price £12.99

Air raids on British cities were a new and
terrifying dimension of conflict in the First
World War. At first the menace came from
the Zeppelin airships, followed by the
Gotha and Giant bombers. In this
definitive account Thomas Fegan details
the attacks, and the frantic efforts to thwart
them made by the authorities . His
research also recounts the effects of the
raids on popular opinion, and how they
were presented in propaganda.

THE BADGES OF
KITCHENER’S ARMY

30084 £12.99

David Bilton
Hardback, 384 pages

comprehensively illustrated in colour
 

throughout
Published Price £30

Just when you thought that there couldn't
possibly be anything new to be said about
the First World War, along comes this
essential reference work
Chapter by chapter, the author dissects the
Kitchener units, detailing known instances
of insignia specific to the unit in question,
all comprehensively illustrated in colour.
This is a book that earns its place next to
titles about regiments, uniforms, cap
badges and collar badges. “Hats off” to
David Bilton for producing such a real
cracker.
A hardback volume of 380 pages, fully
illustrated in colour for the badges and
sepia for the contemporary photographs of
soldiers.

THE BATTLE OF NEUVE
CHAPELLE

Britain’s Forgotten
Offensive Of 1915

26895 £4.99

Paul Kendall
Hardback 256 pages
Published Price £25

The British attack at Neuve Chapelle was
the first where a concentrated force was
deployed, with a specific objective. Paul
Kendall’s book covers it all in good detail,
including many personal accounts that
help bring it all alive. As such, it is of
value and worth reading.

 BATTLEGROUND GALLIPOLI:
ANZAC SARI BAIR

25184 £3.99

Stephen Chambers
Softback, 244 pages

Published Price £14.99

The tragic story related in this book, one
of a series on Gallipoli, tells how the
ambitious August 1915 offensive of Gen.
Sir Ian Hamilton, designed to seize the
Peninsular’s commanding heights, failed
despite the heroic efforts of the fighting
men, because of the battle plan’s tortuous
complexity, and ferocious Turkish
resistance orchestrated by Mustapha
Kemal. It was the Allied last gasp at
Gallipoli.

 BATTLEGROUND SUSSEX: A
MILITARY HISTORY OF

SUSSEX FROM THE IRON AGE
TO THE PRESENT DAY

28922 £5.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

As the authors demonstrate, the repeated
threat of invasion from the Continent has
shaped the very landscape of the county.
The rounded tops of the Iron Age hill
forts, the sheer walls of the medieval
castles, the squat stumps of Martello
towers, the moulded Vaubanesque
contours of the Palmerstone redoubts and
the crouched concrete blocks and bricks of
the Second World War pillboxes constitute
the visible evidence of Sussex's position
on Britain's front line.

Bellangé’s Soldiers of the
French Republic and the

Empire 1795 - 1814

25875 £12.99

Joseph Louis Hippolyte Bellangé
50 coloured  fine uniform plates +
index. Taken from the first German

translation of "Histoire de l'empereur
Napoleon”

Published Price £20

Taken from the first German translation of
"Histoire de l'empereur Napoleon (1840),
that was enlarged for this edition with six
new illustrations.
Bellangés’ fifty detailed and brightly
coloured uniform plates present the
soldiers of the different regiments of the
French Republic and the Empire in their
respective costumes. The plates are full
page size (254x178) and are left unprinted
on the reverse to reveal them at their best,
without giving any annoying show-
through, thus allowing full enjoyment of
this exceptional Napoleonic uniform
series.

THE BIAFRAN ARMY 1967-70
Build-up and the Downfall of the

Secessionist Military

30255 £6.99

Philip Jowett
Softback, 88 pages, Images : 116 b/w
photos, 6 maps (1 colour), 12 colour
profiles, 16 colour photos/ills, 1 table

Published Price £19.95

In-depth study of the build-up, training,
composition, equipment, and combat
operations of all the three branches – the
army, the air force, and the navy – of the
secessionist military during the Nigerian
Civil War.

 BLUE DIAMONDS
The Exploits of 14 Squadron RAF

1945-2015

25413 £3.99

Michael Napier
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

A sequel to his History of the RAF’s 14
Squadron in the world wars, Michael
Napier’s second volume traces the unit’s
action and service to date, including on the
front line in divided Cold War Germany,
the 1991 Gulf War, patrolling over Iraq
from 1991-2009, the Kosovo conflict in
2000, and the war in Afghanistan.

 BRIEF GLORY
The Life of Arthur Rhys Davids

DSO

28910 £5.99

Alex Revell
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Arthur Rhys Davids was a friend and
Squadron pilot with Albert Ball V.C. and
the legendary McCudden V.C. both from
the Squadron of Aces, number 56
Squadron. This was the Squadron formed
from the "Top Guns" of the day to get
Richthofen and his Flying Circus of aces,
with whom they clashed several times.
Rhys-Davids certainly fought many of
these top German aces, including Werner
Voss, He shot down around 23 of their
number before he himself was killed.His
epitaph was spoken best by the great ace
McCudden V.C who said: "If ever you
saw a single fighter, fighting like hell
amongst a crowd of Germans over the
front lines in 1917, then that was Rhys-
Davids".

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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THE BRITISH FIELD
MARSHALS 1736-1997

A Biographical Dictionary

24362 £3.99

T. A. Heathcote
SB, 384 pp

Published Price £14.99

Since the rank of Field Marshal has been
effectively abolished in today’s much
diminished British Army, Dr Tony
Heathcote’s roll call of our highest-
ranking soldiers is likely to be definitive.
This may be a reference work, but it is far
from dry, and the author’s accompanying
commentary is both knowledgeable and
readable.

 BRITISH REGIMENTS 1914-18
Each Great War battalion, the

formations they served in, dates
formed & where & when they

served.

30292 £12.99

by Brig EA James.
2021 reprint by Naval and Military

Press  SB. 140pp

Valuable source that lists each WW1
battalion, formations they served in, dates
formed & where & when they served.

 CANNON’S Historical Record of
The Eleventh or The North Devon

Regiment Of Foot 1685-1845

28832 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB viii+88pp  Illustrated with three
colour  plates two of uniform & one
of colours 2020 N&MP Reprint of

1845 Original Edition
Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a regiment that was
awarded battle honours for Dettingen,
Salamanca, Pyrenees, Nivelle, Nive,
Orthes, Toulouse and Peninsula.

 CANNON’S Historical Record of
The Fifty-Sixth, or The West Essex

Regiment of Foot 1755-1844

28830 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB viii+62pp  Illustrated with two
colour plates uniform & colours 2020

N&MP Reprint of 1854 Original
Edition

Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a regiment that saw
active service in Cuba at the capture of
Havana in the Seven Years’ War and was
later part of the garrison during the Great
Siege of Gibraltar in the American
Revolutionary War. During the French
Revolutionary Wars, it fought in the
Caribbean and then in Holland.

 CANNON’S Historical Record of
The Seventy-Fourth Regiment,

Highlanders 1787-1850

28829 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB xl+146pp  Illustrated with three
colour plates two of uniform, one of

colours,  2020 N&MP Reprint of
1850 Original Edition
Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a Childers Reform
amalgamated Regiment, that saw active
Indian service in the late 18th century,
then on to action in the Peninsular War
including Bussaco: Fuentes de Oñoro, The
Sieges of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz:
Battle of Vitoria. It then pursued the
French army into France and saw action at
the Battle of the Pyrenees.

  IN GOOD COMPANY
The First World War Letters and

Diaries of the Hon, William Fraser,
Gordon Highlanders

26970 £4.99

William Fraser, David Fraser
Hardback, 348 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is a account by the Hon. William
Fraser, Gordon Highlanders, of his service
in the First World War. Several times
wounded, he went to Flanders in 1914
with the 2nd Battalion and commanded
successively a platoon, a company, a
Territorial battalion and a Regular
battalion, ending the war as a lieutenant-
colonel of twenty-eight, having survived
the battles of First, Second and Third
Ypres, Arras, Cambrai and the final
triumphs of 1918.

 CANNON’S Historical Record of
The Thirteenth, The First Somerset

Regiment of Foot 1685-1848

28831 £5.99

Compiled by Richard Cannon principal
clerk Adjutant-General's office

SB xxxvi+128pp  Illustrated with
three colour plates,uniform, colours,
& captured standard 2020 N&MP
Reprint of 1857 Original Edition

Published Price £9.99

This ‘Cannon’ covers, in its usual
consistent format, a regiment that saw
distinguished and arduous service in Egypt
1801, on Martinique 1809, and in the First
Anglo-Afghan War, where, in October
1841, an uprising broke out. The 13th
found itself engaged in operations against
the rebels who had taken the capital,
Kabul. In November 1841, the regiment
was forced to retreat to the fortified town
of Jalalabad. The town was soon encircled,
leading to a lengthy siege. In April of the
following year, the 13th broke the siege
and defeated the Afghan forces; campaign
medals were awarded for this action.
 CARRIERS AT WAR 1939-1945

24300 £4.99

Adrian Stewart
HB, 228 pp

Published Price £19.99

Aircraft Carriers were ignored by
Germany and Italy before the Second
World War, but became a crucial weapon
in the Pacific War between the US and
Japan. Britain’s deployment of these
revolutionary vessels was mixed - with the
loss of the Courageous and Glorious early
in the war providing painful lessons. This
absorbing study of the part played by
carriers in the war is essential reading for
all naval and aviation buffs.

 MESSENGER OF DEATH
Captain Nolan and the Charge of

the Light Brigade

28937 £5.99

David Buttery
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Any biography of Louis Nolan must
inevitably culminate in the tragedy of the
Charge of the Light Brigade,but there was
far more to his life and career than its
dramatic end at only thirty-six. In this title
Buttery has made excellent use of sources
which were unavailable until recently such
as Austrian military records and Louis's
own Crimean campaign journal, which
was feared lost for over a century.

 CASTRUM TO CASTLE
Classical to Medieval Fortifications

in the Lands of Western Roman
Empire

30087 £8.99

J. E. Kaufman, & H. W. Kaufmann
Hardback, 278 pages illustrated

throughout in colour
Published Price £25

Not a book of agreeable pictures but an
excellent historical study of castles and
other fortified places, with colour photos
and colour maps. Authors Kaufmann &
Kaufmann are highly respected for there
published works on fortifications.

 CHARGING AGAINST
WELLINGTON

The French Cavalry in the
Peninsular War

28924 £5.99

Robert Burnham
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £30

Burnham’s tome is effectively a dictionary
on the subject and so is a rich source of
information for wargamers, enthusiasts
and historians. Despite the title of the
book, which is somewhat misleading it
covers French cavalry in action against the
British, Spanish and Portuguese. This is a
must for any buff of the Napoleonic wars
whether to clarify orders of battle for a
wargame, to check regimental histories,
seek information as the basis to rate
French cavalry generals, or for general
interest in the Peninsular War.

THE CHICKAMAUGA
CAMPAIGN

Barren Victory: The Retreat into
Chattanooga, the Confederate

Pursuit, and the Aftermath of the
Battle, September 21 to October 20,

1863

25871 £5.99

David A. Powell
Hardback 379 pages
Published Price £25

An excellent, comprehensive account of
the aftermath of one of the key campaigns
of the American Civil War. If you have
Powells first two books about the battle
the last book is a must. The aftermath is
necessary to understanding how a great
battlefield victory, was not so great. The
commanding generals on both sides made
major mistakes.

THE COMMANDO GENERAL
The Life of Major General Sir

Robert Laycock KCM, CB, DSO

26967 £5.99

Richard Mead
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

This well balanced biography is to a large
part, the history of the Army Commandos
during the war. Laycock was involved in
the beginning with the raising of the first
commando units, rising to Head of
Combined Operations by 1945. The author
has woven with the political and military
strategic issues around the deployment,
and development, of the commandos, with
the personal life of Laycock and the more
tactical side of the operations. The level of
research is excellent, with the book based
upon interviews with relevant people,
primary and secondary research.
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 BOMBER OFFENSIVE

28908 £4.99

Arthur Travesrs Harris
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Compared to the memoirs of
contemporaries such as Alexander,
Montgomery, Slim, and Cunningham,
page after page of Harris' book
reverberates with ferocious,
uncompromising blasts. Whether these
prove Harris was always as right as he
believed, or even that he was correct in his
single-minded pursuit of area bombing, is
best left to the reader to decide.

 COMMANDOS IN EXILE
The Story of 10 (Inter-allied)

Commando 1942-1945

28926 £5.99

Nicholas van der Bijl
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

The history of X Commando, made up of
escaped Jewish individuals is especially
interesting.

 Complete Two Volume Set
TILL THE TRUMPET SOUNDS
AGAIN The Scots Guards 1914-19

in their own words.
Volume 1: 'Great Shadows', August

1914 - July 1916
Volume 2: 'Vast tragedy', August

1916 - March 1919

25518 £14.95

Randall Nicol
2 Hardback Volumes with 1184

pages + Colour maps and
photographs

Published Price £75

A fine Great War Regimental history that
stands out as work that did not have the
usual editing constraint evident in so many
similar publications, This is an
encyclopaedic monument to the Scots
Guards in the Great War that cannot be too
highly recommended.Published by Helion
during the Centenary at £75 - we have
them at £14.99 ! for the Complete 2
Volume set.

 CONTROL IN THE SKY
The Evolution and the History of

the Aircraft

28911 £5.99

L. F. E. Coombs
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

This book shows, the basic design of an
aircraft control system has barely changed
since the pioneering days of flight. The
early pilots who flew at speeds of less than
100 mph and never climbed higher than
10,000 feet still needed reliable
information of altitude, temperature, wind
speed and direction, fuel and the state of
their engines.

 CRUISER BIRMINGHAM
Detailed in the Original Builders’

Plan

30063 £8.99

Conrad Waters
Hardback, 144 pages illustrated

throughout in colour
Published Price £30

From a series of books featuring full-color
reproductions of the famous "admiralty
draughts" used by the Royal Navy
including: Plans of each deck, 12
transverse sections, and a longitudinal
profile. A further set of plans drawn in
November 1943 shows the arrangement of
the ship from forecastle deck and above.
A number of traditional line drawings,
including diagrams of the aircraft and
catapult arrangements, fire control
positions, rigging layout, and isometric
"incident board" plans from 1952 + there
are colour diagrams depicting the armour
arrangement and the interior of the 6-inch
turrets.

 D-DAY COVER UP AT POINTE
DU HOC

The History of the 2nd and 5th US
Army Rangers 1st May - 10th June

1944

30105 £11.99

Gary Sterne
Hardback, 1160 pages
Published Price £40

A revisionist study the Rangers missions
on D-Day and the seven months prior to
D-Day.

 DAGGER DIVISION
The Story Of The 19th Indian

Division

28741 £5.99

War Department Government of India
SB 46pp  Illustrated throughout in

colour  2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition

Published Price £9.99

Raised in late 1941, the 19th was the first
‘standard’ Indian Division. Its troops were
the first to breach the Japanese defence
line in Burma and to raise the flag at Fort
Dufferin. It crossed the Chindwin in
November 1944, driving on to Mandalay
and Rangoon during seven months of
continuous fighting. The 19th’s exploits
are graphically described also in John
Masters’ personal memoir, ‘The Road Past
Mandalay’.

 DEFENDING THE YPRES
FRONT 1914-1918

Trenches, Shelters and Bunkers of
the German Army

30055 £8.99

Jan Vancoillie, Kristof Blieck
Hardback, 294 pages
Published Price £25

There are many photographs, largely
unseen by British readers, design diagrams
and maps to supplement the text; whilst
the activities of selected particular
formations are examined in detail to
provide an example of the effort that was
put into the work. Additions to the Dutch
edition will include a tours section, taking
a visitor to accessible remaining structures
in the Salient area; and a glossary of terms
and their English equivalent.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: DEFENDING

BRITAIN’S SKIES 1940-1945

25456 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

This volume of despatches from the Front
contains those of Fighter Command’s
chief in the battle of Britain, Air Chief
Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding. Indispensable
for all interested in the RAF during the
Second World War.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: FAR EAST AIR
OPERATIONS 1942-1945

25504 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 248 pages

Published Price £19.99

This volume in the fine Despatches from
the Front series focuses on the Second
World War in the air in the Far East. It
includes despatches written by Air Chief
Marshal Sir Keith Park, ACM Peirse and
General Wavell.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE BEF IN FRANCE

1939-1940
Manning the Front Through to the

Dunkirk Evacuation

25472 £3.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 194 pages

Published Price £19.99

The brave but inglorious story of the BEF,
deployed in France and Belgium to meet
the German invasion in May 1940, but
beaten back to the French coast and
evacuated from Dunkirk in Operation
Dynamo Includes all the Despatches
relating to the British Expeditionary Force
in 1939 and 1940.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE WAR IN ITALY

1943-1944

25441 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 292 pages
Published Price £25

A particularly valuable volume in the
Despatches from the Front series includes
despatches on the conquest of Sicily, and
the Salerno landings by Field-Marshal
Alexander and Admiral Sir Andrew
Cunningham.

 DRONE WARFARE
The Development of Unarmed

Aerial Conflict

25173 £5.99

Dave Sloggett
Hardback,228 pp

Published Price £19.99

An important and timely account of the
most controversial aircraft in the world
today: unmanned aerial vehicles or drones.
Deployed by the US to strike at terrorist
lairs in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, and
Pakistan, the drone may represent the
future of warfare : this book tells us all we
should know about a vital but infrequently
explored subject.

THE MEN WHO BREACHED
THE DAMS

617 Squadron “The Dambusters”

24274 £2.99

Alan W. Cooper
SB, 176 pp

Published Price £12.99

The human side of 617 Squadron, the
legendary Dambusters. This account traces
the squadron’s story from recruitment,
through training, the adoption of the
bouncing bomb, and the raid itself.
Interestingly, it also includes the memories
of a German gunner defending the dams.
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ZEEBRUGGE:1918 
The Greatest Raid of All 

 
The Zeebrugge Raid was the 

attempt by a British force 
under Rear Admiral Roger 
Keyes to block the Belgian 
port of Zeebrugge. Britain 

was on the verge of 
starvation due to the 

depredations of Germany’s 
submarines; her desperate 

situation called for desperate 
measures. Keyes, a man  
of proven zeal, valour, 

initiative, leadership and 
ability produced a detailed plan to bottle the  

U-boats up in their harbours and persuaded the  
1st Sea Lord, Admiral Sir ‘Rosy’ Wemyss to agree  

to it. The problem with the plan was that there were 
just too many elements that might go wrong and,  

in the event, too many of them did.   
A force drawn from the Royal Navy and Royal Marines 
set out on ships and submarines to try to block the key 
strategic port in a bold attempt to stem the catastrophic 
losses being inflicted on British shipping by German 
submarines. It meant attacking a heavily fortified German 
naval base. The tide, calm weather and the right wind 
direction for a smoke screen were crucial to the plan. 

Judged purely on results, it can only be considered a 
partial strategic success. Casualties were high and the 
base only partially blocked. Nonetheless, it came to 
represent the embodiment of the bulldog spirit, the 
peculiarly British fighting élan, the belief that anything 
was possible with enough dash and daring. 

The essential story of the Zeebrugge mission has 
been told before, but never through the direct, first-
hand accounts of its survivors – including that of 
Lieutenant Richard Sandford, VC, the acknowledged 
hero of the day, and the author’s great uncle. The fire 
and bloodshed of the occasion is the book’s 
centrepiece, but there is also room for the family and 
private lives of the men who volunteered in their 
hundreds for what they knew effectively to be a 
suicide mission.

Hardback • Product code: 30095 
Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £8.99

GAULEITER 
 

The Regional Leaders of the Nazi Party and Their Deputies 
Volume 3 - Fritz Sauckel to Hans Zimmermamm 

In the third and concluding 
volume of the Gauleiter series,  
the authors present highly detailed 
and fascinating biographies of 
these men who governed Germany 
on Hitler’s behalf. Drawing on a 
wealth of documents, many from 
original personnel files in the 
Bundesarchiv in Berlin, the 
authors present highly detailed 
and fascinating biographies 
complemented by numerous photos, this a very 
comprehensive overview.  
Recently published at £50 we are able to pass along our 
bulk buying discount – and offer the book at just £25. 

Product code:  30304 
Published at £50.00  •  Our price: £25.00

Hardback  •  272 pages 
Product code:  30241 

Published at £19.99  •  Our price: £5.99

WELLINGTON’S FOOT 
GUARDS AT WATERLOO 
The Men Who Saved the Day Against Napoleon 

Wellington’s Foot Guards at 
Waterloo is a definitive 380-page 
hardback that is a much-needed 
tribute to the 1st (Guards) Division 
in the Waterloo campaign. The book 
does not stop at the conclusion of 
the battle, but goes on to describe 
the actions of the 1st Division in the 
march to Paris, and the siege of 
Peronné.  

There are 16 pages of illustrations 
(with 19 full-colour images) and  
15 appendices, covering everything 
from monthly strength returns, to awards received,  
to promotions within the Guards in 1815. There is also a 
chapter providing mini-biographies of all Guards officers 
present in the campaign. 
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 DUNKIRK: NINE DAYS THAT
SAVED AN ARMY

A Day by Day Account of the
Greatest Evacuation

30031 £6.99

John Grehan
Hardback, 330 pages + plates

Published Price £25

Grehan's account of the epic evacuation at
Dunkirk expertly draws the reader into the
smoke and fire of battle as the ships and
men struggle together to return to England,
this is a good, detailed treatment of the
Dunkirk operation.
This 330 page hardback account of the
epic evacuation at Dunkirk expertly draws
the reader into the smoke and fire of battle
as the ships and men struggle together to
return to England, this is a good, detailed
treatment of the Dunkirk operation.

 EARLY ROMAN WARFARE
From the Regal Period to the First

Punic War

26963 £4.99

Jeremy Armstrong
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

An accomplished overview and
introduction to early Roman warfare from
the period of the Kings foundation of
Rome up to the eve of the First Punic War
that saw Rome emerge as a major power
beyond the Italian peninsula.

 FEMALE TOMMIES
The Frontline Women of the First

World War

24883 £3.99

Elisabeth Shipton
HB 256 pp

Published Price £18.99

The Great War is often seen as a men-only
affair. This book gives the lie to that myth,
showing that some indomitable women
played their part as frontline soldiers,
while many others served as nurses,
clerks, drivers and secretaries.

THE FIESELER Fi STORCH
The First STOL Aircraft

30122 £14.99

Jan Forsgren
Hardback 192 pages with 100+
images in colour, sepia & B&W

Published Price £25

This is a detailed history of a significant
aircraft, that is illustrated with 100 +
contemporary photographs. The Storch is
probably most famous for its role in
Operation Eiche, the 1943 rescue of
deposed Italian dictator Benito Mussolini
from a boulder-strewn mountaintop near
the Gran Sasso.
 F-104 STARFIGHTER SPECIAL

CAMOUFLAGES

28912 £6.99

Lieuwe de Vries
Hardback, 48 pages
Published Price £19

Eye catching, high quality profiles of the
much admired F-014 Starfighter.

 FIFTEEN ROUNDS A MINUTE
The Grenadiers at War, August to

December 1914

28929 £4.99

Michael Craster
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Very engaging account of the 2nd
Battalion Grenadier Guards who crossed
to France in the summer of 1914, told in
the words of the officers of the battalion,
and is taken from diaries and letters, as
such it makes terrific reading. By the end
of First Ypres the battalion had lost 959
men, killed, wounded or missing.

 FIGHT FOR THE FJORDS
The Battle for Norway

30140 £11.99

M. J. Pearce, R. Porter
Hardtback, 408 pages
Published Price £35

One of a Scholarly series of previously
restricted and classified documents,
Pearce, & Porter guide the reader through
a level of detail of these fierce naval
battles, fought in Norwegian waters during
the spring of 1940, that does not appear in
post-war accounts, putting the summary in
context. Fight for the Fjords contains both
British and German accounts detailing
these famous sea battles. The German
account was completed by the official
historian within three years of the end of
World War II; the British report was
compiled from previously unavailable
Royal Navy records.The combination of
these two summaries forms a unique
history.

THE FLATPACK BOMBERS
The Royal Navy and the Zeppelin

Menace

25233 £2.99

Ian Gardiner
Softback, 163 pages

Published Price £12.99

The Flatpack Bombers recounts the birth
of aerial bombing and Naval aviation on
the outbreak of the Great War. First
conceived by Winston Churchill as First
Lord of the Admiralty, the original idea
was to hit Zeppelins on the ground, but
they became the forerunner of all bomber
raids and aircraft carrier strikes since.

 FLESH AND STEEL DURING
THE GREAT WAR

The Transformation of the French
Army and the Invention of Modern

Warfare

30088 £12.99

Michael Goya
Hardback, 322 pages + plates

Published Price £25

Delivered in an easily read style, Goya
gets at the heart of how armies learn from
previous experience. Not only does he
recount what changes occurred, but more
importantly what were the factors that
drove change and those which impeded it.
While change occurs during peacetime, in
the end, however, it is the brutal
experience of war that drives relevant
reforms. A worthy addition to any Great
War bookshelf.

 FRENCH SECRET PROJECTS 2
Bombers, Patrol and Assault
Aircraft: Cold War Bombers,
Patrol and Assault Aircraft

30115 £9.99

Jean-Christophe Carbonel

Hardback 262 pages Illustrates
throughout Colour & B&W

Published Price £27.50

Companion volume to the acclaimed
French Secret Projects 1; period drawings,
promotional art, photographs of prototype
aircraft, mock-ups, wind tunnel and
promotional models are all combined to
present, in French Secret Projects 2, a
comprehensive view of French military
bomber and strike aircraft designs from
the Liberation of France to the late
twentieth-century.

 FRENCH WARSHIPS IN THE
AGE OF SAIL 1626-1786

Design, Construction, Careers and
Fates

30019 £19.99

Rif Winfield, Stephen S. Roberts
Hardback, 464 pages illustrated

throughout
Published Price £60

I doubt if a more authoritative presentation
of data on the totality of French naval
construction in the pre-Revolutionary
years is ever going to be accomplished,
but this weighty tome has value beyond a
nuts and bolts compilation of French sail
and oared warships and auxiliaries.

This new hardback work actually
represents a prequel to the first volume in
the series (1786-1862) and is of seminal
importance to students of the subject as
material on this earlier period in French
design and construction is somewhat
fragmentary.
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 FROM JOURNEY’S END TO

THE DAM BUSTERS
The Life of R.C. Sherriff,
Playwright to the Trences

28736 £6.99

Roland Wales
Hardback, 388 pages
Published Price £25

Charts R C Sherriff’s life and career as a
successful writer; principally of plays, film
scripts and novels. However, it is not an
uncritical appreciation of a man who
ironically gained his greatest success from
the trench warfare he found so difficult to
bear.

 GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914
-1918

28931 £3.99

Wolfgang Fleischer
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

The importance of artillery in warfare
grew more and more throughout the
nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.
New developments such as solid cannon
barrels improved hit accuracy and the
range of projectiles. This Fact File volume
focuses on German Artillery during the
Great War, when it could be argued that
artillery was for the first time the dominant
weapon on the battlefield. Wolfgang
Fleischer discusses the diversity of
artillery developed and used during the
First World War by the Germans.

 GREAT WALLS AND LINEAR
BARRIERS

25404 £3.99

Peter Spring
Hardback, 370 pages
Published Price £25

The Great Wall of China, as this book
amply demonstrates, was just one of many
walls and barriers commonly built in the
ancient world to keep out enemies. The
author finds similar examples all over the
world: often such barriers were built by
settled farming communities to keep out
roving nomads.

THE GREAT WAR
ILLUSTRATED 1917

Archive and Colour Photographs of
WWI

30009 £6.99

William Langford
Hardback, 480 pages
Published Price £30

Fourth in a series of five titles which will
cover each year of the war graphically.

THE GREAT WAR
ILLUSTRATED 1918

Archive and Colour Photographs of
WWI

30037 £7.99

Langford William
Hardback, 496 pages
Published Price £30

The final book in a series of five titles
which graphically cover each year of the
war.

THE U.S. NAVY: CURTISS
FLYING BOAT NC-4

An Account of the First
Transatlantic Flight

27316 £2.00

Richard V. Simpson
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £18.99

The NC-4 flying boat was the first not
non-stop aircraft to fly across the Atlantic
Ocean in 1919. The feat of making the
first transatlantic flight was somewhat
eclipsed shortly afterward by the first non-
stop transatlantic flight by John Alcock
and Arthur Whitten Brown in a Vickers
Vimy biplane. This interesting title has
numerous photos of the NC-4 and its
predecessors, along with a detailed scale
drawing.

A GUIDE TO BRITISH CAVALRY
UNIFORMS AND BADGES
In Old Prints, Pictures and

Postcards, 1660 to 1914

30206 £9.99

Ray Westlake
SB 94 pages colour throughout

Published Price £18

In “A Guide to British Cavalry Uniforms
and Badges” the 8th of his ‘Guides’ series
Ray has found a cornucopia of 143
Military Costume prints that are
reproduced in colour, covering each
British cavalry regiment they are both
informative, and a delight to look at, all
supported by a well chosen and valuable
descriptions to each image that all have a
well chosen descriptive text to accompany
them.

A GUIDE TO THE BRITISH
ARMY’S LINE INFANTRY

REGIMENTS 1881 TO 1914

28380 £18.00

Ray Westlake
Softback 232 pages illustrated in

colour throughout
Published Price £28

The purpose of this book is to set out in an
easily readable and well-illustrated form
the structure of each line infantry regiment
from 1881 up until the beginning of the
First World War, an arrangement which
can often be seen referred to as the
‘Regimental Family’.

A GUIDE TO THE BRITISH
ARMY’S NUMBERED INFANTRY

REGIMENTS
of 1751-1881

27328 £18.00

Ray Westlake
Softback 136 pages Illustrations,
most of them in colour A Naval &

Military Press Publication
Published Price £28

A New “Westlake” classic! This book, the
first in a series of British Army ‘Guides’,
deals with the numbered regiments that
existed between 1751, when the British
infantry was ordered to discard their
colonels’ names as titles and be known in
future by number only (1st Regiment of
Foot, 2nd Regiment of Foot etc), and 1881
when numerical designations were
replaced by the now familiar territorial
names such as the Hampshire Regiment or
Middlesex Regiment.

A GUIDE TO THE BRITISH
HOME SERVICE HELMET AND

ITS BADGES 1878 - 1914

29858 £18.00

Ray Westlake
112 pages. Full colour throughout A
Naval & Military Press Publication

Published Price £28

A Guide to the British Home Service
Helmet and its Badges, 1878-1914, comes
complete with some 419 illustrations of
actual helmets, helmet plates and people
wearing them. Good quality photographs,
along with artwork provided by leading
military artists such as Richard Simkin,
Harry Payne, Ernest Ibbetson, Edgar
Holloway, PW Reynolds, Frank Feller,
Frank Dadd and Richard Caton Woodville.

A GUIDE TO THE VOLUNTEER
TRAINING CORPS 1914 1918

28153 £18.00

Ray Westlake
154 pages. SB.  Full colour

throughout A Naval & Military Press
Publication

Published Price £25

A regular question put to Ray Westlake
during his fifty or more years writing and
researching Britain’s auxiliary forces has
been, ‘Where can I find a list giving
details of the several Volunteer Training
Corps units raised during the early months
of the Great War?’ True, the post-1915
years that saw the smaller companies
merged into battalions, and later
regiments, has been adequately covered in
the several Volunteer Lists available. But
what about the ‘Citizens’ corps, or the
‘Fencibles’, the ‘Defence’ organisations,
the ‘Village Guards’; those raised by
shooting, cricket, golf or football clubs, or
by railway companies, factories or
athletes, businessmen or old school
fellows? The answer, until now, has
regrettably been there is none.

A GUIDE TO THE
VOLUNTEERS OF ENGLAND

1859-1908

27786 £18.00

Ray Westlake
178 pages, SB. Full colour

throughout A Naval & Military Press
Publication

Published Price £28

In A Guide to the Volunteers of England
1859–1908, the second of his ‘Guides’
series, Ray Westlake deals with the
Volunteer Force of 1859 to 1908, the
predecessors of the future Territorial
Army. Well known for his valuable
research into this important aspect of
British Army history, the author presents
details of the several branches of the
Victorian system that saw men from all
walks of life give up their spare time to
prepare for any invasion, should it take
place.
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GUIDE TO THE WAR REGIONS
OF FRANCE AND BELGIUM

With the Best Routes & Chief
Features of Interest

30213 £12.99

SB 187 pp with illustrations  &
maps ,colour throughout 2021

N&MP Reprint of c1922 Original
Edition

Published Price £19.99

Published in the 1920s by Goodrich tyre
company, ‘Guide to the War Regions of
France & Belgium’ was aimed at the
relatively new phenomenon and the
independent motorist. Packed with useful
information including coloured maps,
photographs, together with advice for
motorists and details of seventeen different
war regions, each with map, route, hotels,
historical and economic accounts, a short
history of the operations and war facts.
These war regions include: The Marne,
Champagne, Verdun, Nancy, Vosges,
Alsace, Lorraine, Ardennes, Belgium,
Yser, Artois, Picardy, Chemin-des-Dames,
Somme, Cambrai, Arras and Ypres.
Unlike our reprint of ‘The White Cross
Touring Atlas of the Western Battlefields’
that is concerned with visiting the war
graves of the fallen, this guide is angled
towards the battlefield tourist.

 HITLER’S ARDENNES
OFFENSIVE

The German View of the Battle of
the Bulge

28932 £2.99

Danny S. Parker
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

Everything from preparations for the
offensive, to attitudes during the campaign
and after it was brought to a close are
covered, providing a fascinating and
invaluable record of the German
perspective - essential for a balanced view
of the battle.

HISTORY OF THE FRENCH IN
INDIA

From the Founding of
Pondicherry in 1674 to the

capture of that Place in 1761

30216 £25.00

Col. G. B. Malleson
 xi+614 pp 3 maps  2021 N&MP

Reprint of the 1893  Original Revised
Edition

This is a reprint of the 2nd and best edition
of an essential scholarly history, that has
much information concerning the military
operations of this period. A very full and
complete index complete this work. The
author was a voluminous writer, his first
work to attract attention being the famous
‘Red Pamphlet’, published at Calcutta in
1857, when the Sepoy Mutiny was at its
height. Among his other books, the most
valuable are History of the French in India
(2nd ed., 1893) and The Decisive Battles
of India (3rd ed., 1888).

 HUNTING THE TIRPITZ
Naval Operations Against

Bismarck's Sister Ship

30141 £5.99

G. H. Bennett
Softback, 304 pages
Published Price £17

One of a series of previously restricted and
classified documents this title covers
Operation Chariot, Operation Source and
Operation Tungsten. Dr Bennett, expertly
guides the reader through a level of detail
that does not appear in post-war accounts,
putting the destruction of the battleship
Tirpitz in context.

 HURRICANE R4118 REVISITED
The Extraordinary story of the
Discovery and Restauration to

Flight of a Battle of Britain
Survivior

28900 £3.99

Peter Vacher
Softback, 192 pages
Published Price £20

With brand new photography and sources,
including wartime letters from Bunny
Currant, this book is essential reading for
all Hurricane enthusiasts.

 HURRICANES VERSUS ZERO
Air Battles over Singapore,

Sumatra and Java

28914 £4.99

Terence Kelly
Hardback, 205 pages

Published Price £19.99

In this book the author not only tells his
story of flying against the Japanese but he
succeeds in painting a much wider canvas
embracing the events leading up to and
during the Japanese invasion of Singapore
and the Dutch West Indies.

 WINGED CRUSADERS
The Exploits of 14 Squadron RFC

and RAF 1915-1945

24311 £3.99

Michael Napier
HB, 256 pp

Published Price £25

Formed a century ago in 1915, 14
Squadron is one of the RAF’s most senior
squadrons. Based in the Middle East for its
first thirty years, 14 played a previously
unrecorded part in that troubled region’s
history in both world wars. Author
Michael Napier has gathered much
fascinating material to present a unique
history.

 IF ROME HADN’T FALLEN
How the Survival of Rome Might

Have Changed World History

28933 £3.99

Timothy Venning
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

If you are interested in counterfactual
history, this book will most likely appeal
to you. This is a exploration of how the
history of Europe, and indeed the world,
might have been different if the Western
Roman Empire had survived the crises that
pulled it apart in the 4th and 5th centuries.

 Images of War: AMERICAN
EAGLES

US Fighter Pilots in the RAf

28907 £3.99

Tony Holmes
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

In typical IOW style American Eagles
provides a photographic snapshot of the
lives of the American fighter pilots who
volunteered their services during World
War II, as well as the Spitfires and
Hurricanes they flew.

 IMAGES OF WAR: ARMOURED
WARFARE IN THE ITALIAN

CAMPAIGN 1943-1945

24275 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
SB, 134 pp

Published Price £14.99

The part played by armour in the Desert
War, on the Eastern Front and in north-
west Europe is well known, but its role in
the Italian campaign is far less renowned.
This book seeks to set the record straight,
showing that despite a mountainous terrain
unsuitable for tanks, armour made an
essential contribution to victory.

 IMAGES OF WAR: GERMANS
IN FLANDERS 1917-1918

Rare Photographs from Wartime
Archives

24235 £3.99

David Bilton
SB, 208 pp

Published Price £14.99

Photographs of the Great War from the
German side are unfamiliar to an English-
speaking readership, but provide a
fascinating portrait of the enemy on ‘the
other side of the hill’. This volume, with a
picture on every page, describes the
increasingly desperate fortunes of the
Germans in Flanders in the last two years
of the war from Third Ypres
(Passchendaele) in July 1917 to the final
collapse and Armistice of November 1918.

 IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER
VERSUS STALIN

The Eastern Front 1941-1942,
Barbarossa to Moscow

26181 £3.99

Nik Cornish
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

Nik Cornish portrays in the selection of
rare wartime images he's selected for this
graphic history of the war on the Eastern
Front. The key aspects of the opening year
of the war are vividly recorded - Operation
Barbarossa; the German and Soviet forces
as they marched and fought their way
across the countryside and through the
villages and towns of the Ukraine, Belarus
and the Baltic states; the clashes at Brest,
Smolensk, Kiev; the failure of Operation
Typhoon, the turning point in this phase of
the war which denied to Hitler the
anticipated quick victory in the East.
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 IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER’S
PROPAGANDA PILGRIMAGE

25351 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 144 pages

Published Price £14.99

Hitler made a brief but much
photographed visit to Paris in the hour of
his triumph over France in 1940. He
followed up with a trip to Flanders : a
sentimental exploration of the battlefields
where he had fought in the Great War in
the company of his former comrades. This
compilation of images from the Fuhrer’s
war tour gives a fascinating glimpse of
Hitler in both world war, with many
photos taken by his personal photographer
Heinrich Hoffman.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
GERMANS IN FLANDERS 1915

-16

28719 £3.99

David Bilton
Softback 159 pages

Published Price £14.99

Covers the actions of the German Army in
the Low Countries during 1915 and 1916.
In its broad compass it looks at the battles
with the French, Belgians and British,
concentrating mostly on the latter.This is
the second in a series of 'Images of war'
titles covering the German Army in
Flanders at various times in the war. All
three follow the usual IOW style and
pattern.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
WAFFEN-SS ON THE EASTERN

FRONT

25414 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

A pictorial history of the infamous Waffen
SS on the Eastern Front. Though involved
in war crimes and atrocities, the fighting
qualities of this elite unit of Nazi fanatics
was widely recognised and their epic,
doomed struggle against overwhelming
odds is reflected in the stark images in this
book.

 IMAGES OF WAR: U-BOAT
PREY

Merchant Sailors at War 1939-1942

25197 £3.99

Philip Kaplan
Paperback, 128 PP

Published Price £14.99

In the Second World War the Merchant
Navy kept the vital sea lanes open to
supply Britain with the sinews of war, and
her people with the means to stay alive. In
this, the first volume of a history of the
Merchant Navy’s struggle, due tribute is
paid to the courage of the men who
resisted the U-boat threat at the cost of
30,000 of their lives.

 IMAGES OF WAR: WAR IN
THE BALKANS

The Battle for Greece and Crete
1940-1941

25034 £3.99

Jeffrey Plowman
SB, 160 pp

Published Price £14.99

Jeffrey Plowman’s powerful collection of
photographs starkly portrays the changing
course of the Second World War in the
Balkans, from the fiasco of the early
Italian invasions of Albania and Greece, to
the more savage struggles as the Germans
invaded the region, sweeping through
Yugoslavia, Greece, and conquering Crete
by parachute.

 IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: LIJSSENTHOEK

MILITARY CEMETERY

26212 £4.99

Paul Chapman
Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £25

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the
graves in the Lijssenthoek Military
Cemetery. Lijssenthoek was the location
for a number of casualty clearing stations
during the First World War and is the
second largest CWGC cemetery in
Belgium after Tyne Cot Cemetery. It was
one of the cemeteries visited by King
George V during his 1922 pilgrimage to
the battlefields of the First World War.

 IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: MENIN GATE

SOUTH

26208 £4.99

Paul Chapman
Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £30

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the
Ypres Menin Gate Memorial, which bears
the names of more than 54,000 soldiers
who died before 16 August 1917 and have
no known grave, this is the most well-
known war memorial in the world and an
important place of pilgrimage for visitors
to the battlefields. From October 1914 to
October 1918, five major offensives
occurred at Ypres in Belgium, and by the
time the last shells fell nearly 200,000
servicemen had been killed. Since 1928,
the Last Post has been sounded every
evening at 8pm under the memorial. Only
during the Second World War was this
ceremony interrupted.

 IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: TYNE COT

CEMETERY AND MEMORIAL

26211 £4.99

Paul Chapman
Hardcover, 416 pages
Published Price £25

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the the
largest CWGC cemetery in the world,
Tyne Cot, many of those who fell on the
Passchendaele battlefields are buried here.
Tyne Cot was a barn that stood near the
level crossing on the road from
Passchendaele to Broodseinde, and around
it were a number of blockhouses. King
George V visited Tyne Cot cemetery in
1922 during his visit to the cemeteries of
the First World War. He chose a
blockhouse as the site on which the Cross
of Sacrifice was placed.

THE INSURRECTION IN
MESOPOTAMIA 1920

28945 £12.99

Lieutenant-General Sir Aylmer L. Haldane
Reprint (original pub 1922). SB.

352pp with 11 maps/plans and 60
b/w illus.

Published Price £18.99

A detailed description of the punitive
expedition against Arab rebels from May
to October 1920, involving 60,000 British
and Indian troops
 IRISH ACES IN THE RFC AND

THE RAF IN THE FIRST
WORLD WAR

The Lives Behind The Legends

27326 £4.99

Joe Gleeson
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

With a remarkable depth of research
Gleeson's book sets the this record straight
by examining the lives and legends of each
Irish Great War Ace. Six thousand Irish
airmen served during the First World War
and made a disproportionate and unsung
contribution: 29 Irish aces accounted for
400 enemy aircraft.

 JASTA 14
The History of Jagdstaffel 14, 1916

-1918

30282 £75.00

Jorg Muckler, Rainer Absmeir, Axel
Urbanke

Hardback,244 pages, 13 colour and
251 B/W photos, 21 coloured

machine profiles,9 maps

A history of the Royal Prussian Jagdstaffel
14 from the period of the First World War.
In addition to detailed texts, the book
contains more than 250 photos, 21 colour
aircraft profiles and nine maps.

 KILLING HITLER’S REICH
The Battle for Austria 1945

28127 £25.00

William A Webb
Hardback 590 pages with Maps &

photographs

A serious, in-depth examination of the
struggles on both sides during the final
days of the war. This promises to be the
standard work on the battles in Austria.
The Germans concentrated most of their
striking power far to the south, in Hungary
and Austria, because Hitler considered
Vienna more important that Berlin.

THE LAST ROAD NORTH
A Guide to the Gettysburg

Campaign, 1863

25873 £3.99

Robert Orrison
Softback 197 pages

Published Price £8.99

This battlefield guide offers the ultimate
Civil War road trip, extremely useful to
anyone planning a visit to the Gettysburg
battlefield, and will also be an entertaining
reference for all armchair tourists.

 VERTICAL TAKE-OFF
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

28916 £5.99

Bill Rose
Hardback, 176 pages
Published Price £25

Published by Ian Allan this is a high-
quality "Secret Projects" title, The content
is excellent, with plenty of well-researched
interesting VTO fighter projects stretching
from the late 1930s through WW2 with
German projects such as the Focke Wulf
Treibflugel, Heinkel Wespe, and VTO
rocket fighters. and on to the present day.
Many obscure concepts and designs are
covered, alongside the more familiar
prototypes.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com



CHURCHILL’S 
SECRET WAR 
WITH LENIN 

British and Commonwealth Military 
Intervention in the Russian Civil War, 1918-20 

 
After three years of great loss 
and suffering on the Eastern 
Front, Imperial Russia was in 
crisis and on the verge of 
revolution. In November 1917, 
Lenin’s Bolsheviks (later known 
as ‘Soviets’) seized power, 
signed a peace treaty with the 
Central Powers and brutally 
murdered Tsar Nicholas (British 
King George’s first cousin) and 
his children so there could be 
no return to the old order. As 
Russia fractured into loyalist 
‘White’ and revolutionary ‘Red’ 
factions, the British government 
became increasingly drawn into 

the escalating Russian Civil War after hundreds of thousands 
of German troops transferred from the Eastern Front to France 
were used in the 1918 ‘Spring Offensive’ which threatened 
Paris. What began with the landing of a small number of Royal 
Marines at Murmansk in March 1918 to protect Allied-donated 
war stores quickly escalated, with the British government 
actively pursuing an undeclared war against the Bolsheviks on 
a number of fronts in support of British trained and equipped 
‘White Russian’ Allies. 

Despite the award of five Victoria Crosses (including one 
posthumous) and the loss of hundreds of British and 
Common wealth soldiers, sailors and airmen, most of whom 
remain buried in Russia, the campaign remains virtually 
unknown in Britain today. After the withdrawal of all British 
forces in mid-1920, the British government attempted to cover 
up its military involvement in Russia by classifying all official 
documents. By the time files relating to the campaign were 
quietly released decades later there was little public interest. 
Few people in Britain today know that their nation ever 
fought a war against the Soviet Union. The culmination of 
more than 15 years of painstaking and exhaustive research 
with access to many previously classified official documents, 
unpublished diaries, manuscripts and personal accounts, 
author Damien Wright has written the first comprehensive 
campaign history of British and Commonwealth military 
intervention in the Russian Civil War 1918-20.

Hardback  •  576 pages  •  203 b/w photos 
Product code:  26068 

Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £7.99

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
AND THE GREAT WAR 

This book examines the impact which the 
Great War had on the Public Schools and  

the sacrificial contribution made to the 
victory which came in 1918.  

The subaltern was the bedrock onto which the British 
Army emerged victorious from the Great War. By sheer 
chance, the public school system had moulded 
generations of young men 
to lead men and to take  
the strain of total war.  

This work attempts to set 
the record straight on the 
contribution of the Public 
School system during the 
Great War. It includes 
teachers involvement as 
equal to the boys, some -
thing that other books on 
the subject often fail to do. 

The war consumed 
about a fifth of all the 
public schoolboys  
who fought, while the 
survivors were scarred 
by the loss of so many friends. Based largely on 
source material from school archives and histories, it 
moves from the naive excitement of the summer of 1914 
to the many moving stories that emerge from the carnage 
of the Western Front. It looks at school life in those war 
years, boys with their futures on hold and the prospect of 
death always very close, Headmasters and staff 
devastated by the loss of so many young lives.  

The book ranges across many topics including the 
selflessness and pride of Public Schools across the British 
Empire and in Ireland; the role of the Officers Training 
Corps in militarising a generation; the letters written 
from the Front to teachers; the pride taken by schools in 
the Victoria Crosses etc won by Old Boys; the statistical 
terms in which the Public Schools' contribution can be 
measured; the ways in which schools commemorated the 
war, and still do so today. 

Finally the legacy of the war is examined, both the 
effect on the schools themselves but also the contribution 
made by writers and artists to the disillusionment of the 
inter-war years.

Hardback • 28187   
Published at £25 NOW £3.99 
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THE LIFE OF A KNIGHT

25749 £4.99

Yann Kervran, Fhillipe Ghisolfo
Hardback, 112 pages
Published Price £35

This book is oriented to adult re-enactors;
the key feature is that it focuses on a
specific fictional individual and those
around him, and follows him throughout
his life from a child up to his death.
Further, all facets of the character's life are
covered, so for re-enactors of this specific
time period (late 12th to early 13th
century) this is an absolutely indispensable
reference. The photography is excellent,
with reconstructed villages and restored
medieval buildings used throughout.

THE LINES OF TORRES
VERDAS

The Cornerstone of Wellington’s
Strategy in the Peninsular War

1809-12

27010 £4.99

John Grehan
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

An excellent modern history of the design
and building of the Lines, at the time the
most extensive field fortifications the
world had ever seen, and the campaign
waged in front of them in 1810-11,
including the battle of Busaco and the
skirmish at Sobral in October 1810. This is
a well-researched, well-written, closely
argued and fascinating contribution to the
historiography of the Peninsular War.

Luftwaffe at War: GERMAN
BOMBERS OVER RUSSIA

26201 £2.00

Manfred Griehl
Softback, 72 pages

Published Price £12.99

Manfred Griehl has drawn on his own
unique archive to present rare photographs
of the German bombers and their crews in
action and on the ground. German
Bombers over Russia is a handy visual
guide to a crucial air campaign.

 MALICE AFORETHOUGHT
A History of Booby Traps from the

First World War to Vietnam

27013 £4.99

Ian Jones MBE
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Malice Aforethought traces the design,
deployment and effectiveness of booby
traps throughout both world wars to the
Vietnam War. Expertly and compellingly
written, this study is a tribute to the brave
men who risked their lives daily to
neutralise the booby traps laid in the dimly
lit dugouts of the Western Front, on the
beaches of Normandy, or in the dark and
dangerous tunnels of Chu Chi.

The unlucky, clumsy, fatigued or greedy
soldier is the greatest asset that an enemy
has for these devices. A nice warm dugout
with a stove ready to light, but with a
length of fuse and a block of explosive up
the chimney. A picture hanging at an
angle, an invitation to an officer to
straighten, with a grenade recessed in the
wall behind it. These and many more such
devices really started to be used on an
organised mass scale with the German
retreat of 1917.

THE MEDIEVAL FIGHTING
MAN

Costume and Equipment

28936 £2.99

JEns Hill, Jonas Freiberg
Softback, 96 pages

Published Price £14.99

Meticulous use is made of the sources
available to enable the materials, colours
and patterns used for reconstructed
clothing to represent the 'real thing' as
accurately as possible. Fortunately, great
numbers of medieval weapons and pieces
of armour survived and can now be
viewed in displays, and these form the
basis of the arms presented in this book.

THE MIDDLEBROOK GUIDE
TO THE SOMME
BATTLEFIELDS

A Comprehensive Coverage from
Crecy to the World Wars

26183 £2.99

Martin Middlebrook, Mary Middlebrook
Softback, 400 pages

Published Price £14.99

In this evocative book written by the
authors of the iconic First Day on the
Somme, is a thorough guide to the
cemeteries, memorials and battlefields of
the area, with the emphasis on the fighting
of 1916 and 1918, complete with
fascinating descriptions and anecdotes.

MY .75
REMINISCENCES OF A
GUNNER OF A 75M/M

BATTERY

28889 £12.99

Paul Lintier
2021 N&M Press reprint (of original

1930 pub).  SB. xx + 212pp with
1map

Paul Lintier was a promising French
writer. In 1913 he joined the French army
and was thus involved in the fighting on
the Western Front from the very start of
the war. There are very few works that
cover the French experience of this period,
and this ranks as one of the finest Great
War memoirs by a soldier of any army.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY :
CAMPAIGN OF WATERLOO

The Classic Account of Napoleon’s
Last Battles

27125 £3.99

Sir John Fortescue
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Campaign of Waterloo is the
complete account of the climatic campaign
and battle of the Napoleonic Wars
abstracted from Sir John Fortescue s
monumental A History of the British
Army. Issued as an independent volume.

The Napoleonic Library CHARGE!
Great Cavalry Charges of the

Napoleonic Wars

22309 £5.99

Digby Smith
Hardback 304 pp

Published Price £25

Conjuring up all the shock and drama of a
classic cavalry charge, Digby Smith’s
spirited account of the key role played by
mounted troops in Napoleonic warfare is a
must read for Napoleonic buffs. Analyses
key battles - from Marengo to Waterloo -
in which the cavalry’s role was crucial and
shows how and why they won.

The Napoleonic Library FROM
CORUNNA TO WATERLOO

The Letters and Journals of Two
Napoleonic Hussars, 1801-1816

25357 £3.99

Gareth Glover
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

The remarkable experiences of two
British cavalry officers of the 15th
(King’s) Hussars, Major Edwin Griffith
and his nephew Captain Frederick Philips,
who fought together through the
Peninsular War and the Waterloo
campaign. Recounted in their letters home
to Wales, the exciting and informative
story does not have a happy ending, as one
of the authors died in the final climactic
battle against Napoleon’s hegemony.
The Napoleonic Library MARCH

OF DEATH
Sir John Moore’s Retreat to

Corunna 1808-1809

25967 £4.99

Christopher Summerville
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is the first major study of the
Corunna Campaign in English in 35 years,
it brings the campaign to life drawing
heavily on English primary sources to
describe the initial hopes and optimism of
the soldiers, their frustration and disgust
with their commander for being ordered to
retreat without fighting the French, and
then to paint vividly the hardships they
endured during the retreat.Although no
major battles were fought until the end,
when the British won at Corunna, the
author does a superb job describing the
numerous skirmishes and combats
between the British rear guard and the
French advance guard. Many pages are
devoted to the two most famous events of
the campaign -- defeat of the Chasseurs of
the Imperial Guard at Benavente (and the
capture of General Lefebvre-Desnouettes)
and the death of General Colbert at
Cacabellos (who was killed by Private
Plunkett of the 95th Rifles in an exhibition
of superb marksmanship.)

The Napoleonic Library
MEMOIRS OF BARON VON

MUFFLING
A Prussian Officer in Napoleonic

Wars

25360 £3.99

Baron Carl von Muffling
Hardback, 560 pages
Published Price £30

The author Baron von Muffling was a
member of the Prussian General Staff who
witnessed Napoleon’s defeat of his
country at the battle of Jena in 1805 and
the French occupation of Berlin. Revenge
followed a decade later when Muffling
was present at the Emperor’s final defeat
at Waterloo.

The Napoleonic Library
NAPOLEON’S SHIELD AND

GUARDIAN
The Unconquerable General

Daumesnil

29341 £3.99

Edward Ryan
HB 288 pp

Published Price £35

This is the tale of the Napoleonic wars as
told through the story of one soldier-but
what a soldier! Pierre Daumesnil rose
from a private soldier to being an officer
in one of the most famous units of
Napoleon's army, to being a general in
France's army and a Baron of the Empire,
receiving twenty wounds during his
career. Daumesnil's career demonstrates
the truth of the old adage that in the
French army every soldier carried a
Marshal's baton in his knapsack.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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The Napoleonic Library ON THE
FIELDS OF GLORY

The Battlefields of the 1815
Campaign

25339 £7.99

Michael Corum, Andrew Uffindel
Hardback, 360 pages
Published Price £25

A detailed topographical guide to the
whole Waterloo campaign - the prelude,
climax and aftermath of the great battle -
from the viewpoints of both the Allied
British, Prussian and Dutch victors and
the French losers.
The Napoleonic Library ON THE

ROAD WITH WELLINGTON
The Diary of a War Commissary in

the Peninsular Campaigns

25969 £4.99

A. L. F. Schaumann
Hardback, 448 pages
Published Price £25

The remarkable memoirs of August
Schaumann capture the life and adventures
of a junior officer in the British Army as
he endures the drama and agonies of the
fierce struggle in Spain, Portugal and the
south of France between 1808 and 1814.
Schaumann took part in Sir John Moore’s
ill-fated campaign in Spain, was present at
the ‘bloody battle of Talavera’, witnessed
the battle of Bussaco and invasion of
Portugal, fought at Fuentes d‘Onoro and
Vittoria, and accompanied the Allied
forces into France itself in 1814.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: A
SOLDIER FOR NAPOLEON
The Campaigns of Lieut Franz

Joseph Hausmann, 7TH
BAVARIAN INFANTRY

26978 £4.99

Franz Joseph Hausman
Hardback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.99

This book fills a very noticeable gap in the
history of the Napoleonic Wars by
providing a good description of what it
was like to be a member of the Royal
Bavarian Army.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
NAPOLEON AND THE
ARCHDUKE CHARLES

27279 £5.99

F. Lorraine Petre
Hardback, 416 pages

Published Price £25.00

A narration and analysis of one of
Napoleon’s hardest-fought campaigns, the
1809 action against Austria’s Archduke
Charles which culminated in the great
battles of Essling-Aspern and Wagram. In
the opinion of the author F. Loraine Petre -
Napoleon was lucky to win, and Charles
unlucky to lose.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE LEGIONS OF NAPOLEON
The Memoirs of a Polish Officer in

Spain and Russian 1808-1813

27283 £5.99

Henrich von Brandt
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

In the Legions of Napoleon recounts the
adventures of an intrepid Polish soldier
who fought for Napoleon the length and
breadth of Europe.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE WORDS OF NAPOLEON

The Emperor Day by Day

26984 £4.99

R. M. Johnston
Hardback, 416 pages

Published Price £19.99

An invaluable reference work from a
respected Napoleonic scholar and author,
that is a powerful portrait of a complex
individual. It uses Napoleon's own words
to show his genius, arrogance, insecurities,
and frustrations. The reader will be
amazed by Napoleon's attention to detail,
from those of pressing national interests to
the mundane.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
SOLDIER OF THE EMPIRE

The Notebooks of Captain Coignet

26983 £4.99

Jean-Roche Coignet
Hardback, 312 pages

Published Price £19.99

“The Notebooks of Captain Coignet stand
alone among French military memoirs,”
wrote Sir John Fortescue. “His record of
service is remarkable, embracing as it does
every campaign of Napoleon as First
Consul and Emperor ...In no other
memoirs, perhaps, can be studied so
closely the inner life of the Army which
for so long was the terror of Europe.”
THE NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:

THE JENA CAMPAIGN
The Classic Study of Napoleon’s

Total Defeat of the Prussian Army

27160 £3.99

F. N. Maude
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

A detailed history of Napoleons Jena
Campaign of 1806. Written in early 1900's
by a English Military Officer that received
his military training before the age of
mechanised warfare.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: WITH
THE  GUNS IN THE PENINSULA

27278 £4.99

William Webber, edt. Richard Henry
Wollocombe

Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £19.99

The late Lieutenant Colonel Laws has set
this excellent gunners journal within the
context of the Peninsular War, and
outlined Webber's military career, which
culminated at Waterloo where he was
wounded.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: WITH
NAPOLEON’S GUNS

The Military Memoirs of an Officer
of the First Empire

27123 £3.99

Jean-Nicholas Auguste Noel
Hardback

Published Price £19.99

An engaging and highly readable account
of life in Napoleon's army as seen through
the eyes of an artillery officer August
Noel. In addition to providing a valuable
insight into what life was really like for
the men at the sharp end of Napoleon's
ambitions. From the optimism of the early
years in Italy , through the privations of
the retreat from Moscow and the horrors
of the Battle of Leipzig to the
disillusionment of the Emperor s defeat at
Waterloo, Noël charts both his personal
career and, at close hand, the rise and fall
of the First Empire with frankness.

 NICARAGUA 1961-1990
VOLUME II

The Contra War

30257 £6.99

David Francois
Softback, 80 pages 91 b/w photos/ills,
16 colour profiles, 3 maps, 9 colour

photos/ills, 7 tables
Published Price £16.99

As is often the case in this series, the
author has done a magnificent job
straightening everything out for the reader
so that we can follow not only the twists
and turns on the ground, but also in the
political arena. If you seek a competent,
balanced chronicle of Nicaragua's
Sandinista heyday this is the book.

 NO ORDINARY WAR
The Eventful Career of U-604

28919 £6.99

Christian Prag
Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £25

U-604 was a standard Type VIIC of which
over 600 were built, and at first glance her
six war patrols might seem typical - but
they were far from ordinary.Using the
official war diary and the eyewitness
testimony of survivors this book weaves a
detailed but vivid tapestry of life and
action during some of the fiercest convoy
battles of the Atlantic war. Often counter-
attacked, but seeming to bear a charmed
life, U-604 had her successes, including
inflicting the largest single loss of US
mercantile personnel in one attack.
However, the drama of her career pales
alongside the epic story of her loss.

 NORTHROP FLYING WINGS

24324 £5.99

Graham M. Simons
HB, 256 pp

Published Price £19.99

Jack Northrop’s ‘Flying Wings’ designed
to eliminate drag, and thus the need for
aircraft fuselages and tails, and developed
after the First World War, was an idea way
ahead of its time. But, as Graham Simone
shows in this eye-opening study,
Northrop’s concept was the distant
ancestor of the ‘Stealth’ aircraft of our
own era.
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HOW TO KILL A 

PANTHER TANK 
UNPUBLISHED SCIENTIFIC 

REPORTS FROM THE 

SECOND WORLD WAR 
 

Craig Moore provides the 
reader with the same 
information on the Panzer V 
Panther tank that was available 
to British and Commonwealth 
senior officers and tank crews 
during WW2 on how to best 
deal with the German medium 
Panther, a tank that was 

considered one of the best tanks of World War II for  
its excellent firepower and protection.

Softback  •  244 pages 
Product code:  30305 

Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £11.99

THE REAPER’S 
HARVESTING 

SUMMER 
The 12-SS Panzer Division 

‘Hitlerjugend’ in Normandy 
 

This is the full combat 
history of the 12-SS 
Panzer Division’s epic 
struggle through 
Normandy. Complete 
with a list of the 
division’s highly 
decorated members  
for actions committed 
in the field of battle 
and complete Orders 
of Battle and Combat 
Organisation tables. 
Illustrated with photographs and plans from the 
author’s personal collection. 

This is a detailed 320 page hardback history of 
the 12-SS Panzer Division ‘Hitlerjugend’ from its 
formation, all through the Normandy campaign 
where it received its baptism of fire. Although 
employed in the field for the first time, those 
young Waffen SS soldiers fought with a tenacity 
and ferocity unexcelled by any other unit Allied 
or German deployed in the invasion front, 
defending doggedly every single yard of ground 
from Caen to Falaise, a distance of just 25 miles, 
for which the Canadian and British forces fought 
hard to capture.

Hardback  •  Product code:  30179 
Published at £35.00  •  Our price: £15.00

ARADO 
FLUGZEUGWERKE 
Aircraft and Development History 

 

A good history the Arado 
aircraft company that produced 
some of the Luftwaffe’s first 
fighter aircraft, the Ar 65 and  
Ar 68. When Germany invaded 
Poland, two more Arado 
products rose to prominence, 
the Ar 96, which became the 
Luftwaffe’s most used trainer, 
and the Ar 196 a reconnaissance 
seaplane that became standard 
equipment on all larger German 
warships. This fascinating work  

charts the development of all Arado aircraft between 
1925 and 1945, as well as the development and 
capabilities of the factory. It also gives an overview of 
the licensed-productions and other projects.

Hardback  •  244 pages 
Product code:  30306 

Published at £30.00  •  Our price: £11.99
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 NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE
A Glider Pilot’s Story of Sicily,

Arnhem and the Rhine Crossing

25329 £4.99

Victor Miller
A weighty hardback edition of 402

pages + plates with maps
Published Price £25

The memoirs of a volunteer Glider Pilot
who took part in three of the Second
World War’s most difficult airborne
operations: the invasion of Sicily, Arnhem,
and the Rhine crossing. Victor Miller
wrote his remarkable account immediately
after the actions, and his book is a vivid
front line testimony.

 ON ANCIENT WARFARE

30086 £5.99

A. Richard Gabriel
Hardback, 336 pages
Published Price £25

A wide-ranging analysis of the
development of warfare in the ancient
world from an acknowledged expert in
military history,with chapters dealing with
the size and structure of ancient armies,
the life of a common soldier, weapons and
armour, the author also makes
comparisons between ancient Egypt and
other ancient armies.

 ON THE ROADS OF WAR
A Soviet Cavalryman on the

Eastern Front

28939 £5.99

Ivan Yakushin
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

This personal memoir by a Soviet
subaltern, contains vivid descriptions of
life in a Guards Cavalry Division, the
importance of horses, the way the Red
Army dealt with disciplinary issues at the
lowest level, combat, fear, and death.

 OPERATION BARBAROSSA
AND THE EASTERN FRONT

1941

28940 £3.99

Michael Olive, Robert Edwards
Hardback 200 pages with 300+ B&W

images & 7 Colour Images
Published Price £19.99

This is a good value book, presented in a
similar style to the Images of War series.
This is an ideal reference for Second
World War enthusiasts.

PASSING IT ON
Short Talks on Tribal Fighting
on the North-West Frontier of

India 1897-1920

30234 £8.99

General Sir Andrew Skeen
136 pp 2021 N&MP Reprint of the

1932
Published Price £12.99

General Sir Andrew Skeen was well
placed to ‘Pass It On’. His combat
experience in the Afghanistan frontier
region was extensive, having served on the
North-West Frontier of India from 1897,
taking part in operations of the Malakand
Field Force; then in the capacity of
Commander of the Kohat Kurram Force
he took part in the Third Anglo-Afghan
War in 1919, he served in Waziristan on
the North-West Frontier of India from
1919 to 1920 as Commander, Tochi and
Derajat Columns, finally becoming Chief
of the General Staff in India in 1924. He
also saw action against the Boxers in
China, and in Somaliland, Gallipoli and
the trenches of the Western Front.

 POLISH AIRCRAFT
INSTRUMENT PANELS

28915 £4.99

Dariusz Karnas
Hardback, 40 pages
Published Price £15

This book - the third in the series called
INSIDE - features detailed colour
illustrations of the instrument panels from
the most famous Polish aircraft from 1939
in very great detail. Additionally, every
single instrument is shown in a separate
large-scale drawing. The book illustrates
and documents the instrument panels of
the following aircraft in service at the
outbreak of World War II: 1. PZL P.11c;
2. PZL.37 Los; 3. PZL.23 Karas; 4. Lublin
R-XIII ter; 5. RWD-14 Czapla; 6. PWS
-26.

 PzKw. VI TIGER TANK
The Official Wartime Reports

30148 £19.99

School of Tank Technology, Bruce Oliver
Newsome

Softback, 172 pages

A faithful reproduction of the complete
British Wartime intelligence report of the
Tiger which was captured in North Africa
and returned to GB for evaluation.

 RAMILLIES 1706
Years of Miracles

28941 £3.99

James Falkner
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

Falkner offers a gripping and authoritative
Battle Field Guide to the campaign and the
action, he takes the reader across the
battleground, relating the course of the
fighting to the terrain as it can be viewed
today.

 RATELS ON THE LOMBA
The Story of Charlie Squadron

30258 £6.99

Leopold Scholtz
Hardback, 272 pages with

photographs & maps
Published Price £19.99

Charlie Squadron – the iron fist of the
South African Defense Force’s 61
Mechanised Battalion Group – led the way
on 3 October 1987 during the climactic
battle on the Lomba River in Southern
Angola. Not only were they up against a
vastly superior force in terms of numbers
and weaponry, but they also had to deal
with a terrain so dense that both their
movement and sight were severely
impaired. Despite this, the squadron nearly
wiped out the Angolan forces’ 47 Brigade.
A fantastic account of a climactic battle.

 RECOLLECTIONS OF MY
MILITARY LIFE 1806-1808

Military Engineering During The
Peninsular War

28897 £18.99

George T Landmann, Lieutenant-Colonel
Royal Engineers

2021 N&M Press reprint of original
1854 edition   2 Volumes x 304 + x

320 pages
Published Price £28

A two Volume military autobiography
penned by a rather colourful officer of the
Royal Engineers who was part of the
Gibraltar garrison,and saw active service
during the Peninsular War. Serving as a
Captain George Landmann was present at
the battle of Roleia, reconnoitred the field
of Vimeiro, and commanded his corps at
the battle. He completed many military
engineering constructions, including a
flying bridge at Villa Velha, he also
reported on fortifications, that led to
vigourous efforts being made to defend
them.

A RECORD of the BATTLES &
ENGAGEMENTS of the BRITISH

ARMIES in FRANCE &
FLANDERS 1914-18.

30293 £7.99

by Capt. E. A. James.
SB .2021 N&MP Reprint of 1924

Original Edition, 48pp

Chronological list of engagements on the
Western Front above brigade level. FInd
out who fought where within a few
minutes.

 REDCOATS
The British Soldiers of the

Napoleonic Wars

30231 £5.99

Hardback 200 pages, illustrated
Published Price £19.99

This book covers every aspect of the life
of an English Napoleonic soldier from his
enlistment to his eventual pension. There
were many reasons to ‘take the King’s
shilling’. The author covered every part of
a soldier’s life with examples from the
many books and memoirs written during
the years of peace that followed the
Napoleonic Wars

THE RISE OF THE TANG
DYNASTY

The Reunification of China and the
Military Response to the Steppe

Nomads

30026 £5.99

Julian Romane
Hardback, 217 pages

Published Price £19.99

Julian Romane examines the military
events behind the emergence of the Sui
and Tang dynasties in the period 581-626
AD. Narrating the campaigns and battles,
he analyses in detail the strategy and
tactics employed, a central theme being
the collision of the steppe cavalry with
Chinese infantry armies.
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 ROME SEIZES THE TRIDENT
The Defeat of Carthaginian

Seapower and the Forging of the
Roman Empire

26192 £3.99

Marc G. De Santis
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

A thorough study with clear writing, and a
good analysis of tactical matters on how
Roman seapower developed. Although not
decisive on its own, Rome's new-found
naval power was, as Marc DeSantis
shows, a vital component in their ultimate
victory in each of the three Punic Wars.

 SHOWDOWN IN THE
WESTERN SAHARA VOLUME II
Air Warfare over the Last African

Colony 1975-1991

30260 £6.99

Tom Cooper, Albert Grandolini, Adrien
Fontanellaz

Softback, 88 pages 129 b/w
photos/ills, 8 maps, 23 colour

profiles, 7
Published Price £16.99

This conflict has been falsely declared as a
part of some larger, external conflict – the
Cold War; in regards of the concept of an
insurgency applying motorised forces to
deliver often spectacular ‘hit-and-run’
attacks; and in regards of a conventional
military reacting with a combination of
earth berms and air power. Illustrated by
over 100 photographs, a dozen maps and
18 colour profiles, Showdown in Western
Sahara offers a fascinating study of the
military aspects of this conflict, warfare
strategies, tactics and experiences with
different weapons systems.

 SOVIET AND RUSSIAN
TESTBED AIRCRAFT

30114 £12.99

Yefim Gordon and Dmitriy Komissarov
Hardback LARGE FORMAT 416
pages Illustrated throughout  in

colour & B&W
Published Price £34.99

This book gives us a well documented and
researched look into an area of aviation
that is often overlooked. The authors know
their subject and do a good job conveying
that knowledge! It should be pointed out
that, for the most part, these are not
experimental prototypes of new aircraft,
but rather modifications of existing
production aircraft.

 SOVIET STRATEGIC
BOMBERS

The Hammer in the Hammer and
the Sickle

27156 £14.99

Jason Nicholas Moore
Hardcover, 304 pages
Published Price £35

The history of Soviet strategic bombers
after the Second World War is a
fascinating one: from the reverse-
engineering of interned American Boeing
B-29 bombers into the first Soviet
strategic bomber, the Tu-4; to the huge jet
and turbo-prop powered aircraft of today's
Russian Air Force. This comprehensive
history of these aircraft covers not just
with the development of aircraft that
entered service, but of experimental
aircraft as well, and projects that were
never even built are also explored.

The NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
VOICES FROM THE

PENINSULA
Eyewitness Accounts by Soldiers of

Wellington’s Army, 1808-1814

26340 £3.99

Ian Fletcher
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Drawing on rare letters, diaries and
memoirs, Ian Fletcher presents a superb
insight into the daily lives of British
soldiers in this momentous period and
evokes such key battles and sieges as
Vimiero, Talavera, Badajoz, Salamanca,
Vittoria and San Sebastian.

 SWEET WILLIAMS OR
BUTCHER

The Duke of Cumberland and the
‘45

28943 £5.99

Jonathan Oates
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is a well researched and balanced
review of The Duke of Cumberland's role
in the quashing of the '45 rebellion. Oates
quotes extensively from eyewitness
accounts and correspondence from the
time. He offers opinion, and only when
qualification is required, mainly allowing
those who were there do the talking for
him.

 TEHERAN TO TRIESTE
The Story Of The Tenth Indian

Division

28742 £5.99

War Department Government of India
SB 50pp  Illustrated throughout in

colour  2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition

Published Price £9.99

This History deals with the 10th Indian
Division’s exploits in Iraq (under Maj Gen
‘Bill’ Slim), its role in the Libyan battles
leading up to El Alamein, the following
two years of garrison duties in Cyprus and
Syria and, finally, its fighting services in
the Italian campaign (from Ortona
onwards).

 THE 16TH DURHAM LIGHT
INFANTRY IN ITALY 1943-1945

Voices from the Front

28921 £3.99

Peter Hart
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

A clear and informative account of the
16th Durham light infantry in Italy
duringWW2., an absolute must for anyone
who wants to follow the Italian Campaign
The focus is on the 16 DLI, what Peter
Hart has written and captured in this book,
demonstrates what life was like for any of
the troops involved during this campaign.

 THE ADVANCE FROM MONS
1914

28877 £6.99

Walter Bloem with a Foreword by Sir
James E. Edmonds

SB x+210pp  2020 N&MP Reprint of
1930 Original Edition
Published Price £9.99

This is an outstanding personal memoir
penned by a German infantry officer
recalling his experiences during the initial
days and weeks of the war in the West,
July-September 1914. Walter Bloem was a
Captain in the German 12th Grenadier
Regiment. His narrative gives a superb
insight into the outbreak of war and his
regiment’s mobilisation, followed by the
advance through Belgium and France,
including the author’s participation at the
battles of Mons, Le Cateau, the Marne and
the Aisne. His account of what it was like
to face Britain’s ‘Old Contemptibles’ at
Mons is particularly valuable, and was
used in the British Official History.

 THE DECISIVE BATTLES OF
INDIA

From 1746 to 1849

30235 £18.99

Col. G. B. Malleson
xxxii+495 pp with 1 map & 3 plans

2021 N&MP Reprint of the 1888 3rd
Edition

Published Price £28

Col. G. B. Malleson brings his scientific
understanding of the military events that
encompass 100 years of British
involvement in India ,prior to the Sepoy
Mutiny of 1857. He sets out the causes
that led to each battle,and the connection
to each successive war. Malleson
consulted original documents and writings,
including some that were unpublished,
when compiling this work, it is also to be
borne in mind that many of the battles we
still in living memory when this important
tome was published.

 THE DRIVE ON MOSCOW 1941:
Operation Taifun and Germany’s
First Great Crisis in World War II

30243 £3.99

Niklas Zetterling
Softback 336 pages illustrated

Published Price £9.99

Well-written and complete with 24
photographs and 7 maps this is an
excellent publication,On 5 December
1941, just over 70 years ago, the German
‘Taifun’ (typhoon) operation froze to
death in a mire of bitter cold and German
exhaustion with the attackers at the very
gates of Moscow, and so ended any hope
that the Germans had of finishing the
USSR as a viable enemy in one major
campaign during the summer and autumn
of 1941. ‘Taifun’ was schemed as the
culmination of ‘Barbarossa’ (30
September/5 December 1941).
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 THE GREAT WAR
Battles Nomenclature Committee

Report

30166 £9.99

2021 N&MP Reprint of 1922
Original Edition, 63pp

An indispensable reference work with the
full title of ‘The official names of the
battles and other engagements fought by
the military forces of the British Empire
during the Great War 1914-1919 and the
Third Afghan War 1919: report of the
Battles Nomenclature Committee as
approved by the Army’. A unique
document in that it is the sole authority for
what action has official recognition, under
what name it is known and what are its
geographical and chronological limits. It
covers every theatre of war from the
Western Front to China, and provides the
framework on which the history of the
conflict has been and continues to be
written. It was also the basis on which the
regiments laid claim to their battle
honours.

 THE SPANGE (CLASP) FOR
THE IRON CROSS 2.CLASS

28733 £95.00
Hardback 256 pages fully illustrated

On over 265 pages the known makers of
the 2. Class Spange (Clip or Clasp) are
presented in detail. Previously unknown
connections between the early
manufacturers are outlined and explained.
The other chapters are about miniatures,
documents, and packages.
Established 1 September 1939 this version
of the Clasp to the Iron Cross - “Spange
zum Eisernen Kreuz”-was Awarded by
Nazi Germany to those Military personnel
who had already received the Iron Cross
(1914). The Clasp to the Iron Cross is a
white metal medal clasp displayed on the
uniforms of German Wehrmacht personnel
who had been awarded the Iron Cross in
World War I, and who again qualified for
the decoration in World War II. During the
WW2, over 100,000 clasps were awarded.

ZERO HOUR Z DAY
XIII OPERATIONS BETWEEN

MARICOURT – MAMETZ
1st July 1916

28949 £16.99

Jonathan Porter
A4 size softback 512 pages in 35
Chapters; 79 Colour maps; 142
B&W photographs; 41 Colour

photographs; 83 Colour and B&W
aerial photographs; 650 Bios and

images of the men; 38 sketches
Published Price £25

This volume sets out to narrate the story of
XIII Corps and the successful assaults by
30th and 18th Divisions. As the only
Corps to achieve all its objectives for 1
July 1916, the book seeks to determine
why this success was attained, when so
many other units along the front barely
crossed No Man’s Land.
Using previously unseen material and
utilising untold accounts, it analyses the
build-up, preparations, intelligence,
weapons, tactics, training, rehearsals and
attack undertaken at Zero Hour, Z Day
between the villages of Maricourt and
Mametz.

 THE VERY THING
The Memoirs of Drummer

Bentinck, 1807-1823

25700 £3.99

Jonathan Crook
Hardback, 193 pages

Published Price £19.99

These accounts are drawn from interviews
that Bentinck conducted with a journalist
just before his death. The title of the book
is taken from the Battle of Aldea de Ponte:
Wellington identified a tactical
vulnerability and called for infantry to
conduct an immediate manoeuvre. On
being informed that the 23rd of Foot was
best disposed, he smiled and said, Ah, the
very thing, demonstrative his hard-earned
confidence.

 THE LIFE AND CAMPAIGNS
OF FIELD-MARSHAL PRINCE

BLÜCHER, of Wahlstatt, from the
Period of his Birth and First
Appointment in the Prussian

Service, down to his Second Entry
into Paris, in 1815.

28894 £12.99

General Count  Gneisenau with
considerable additions byJ. E. Marston of

the Hamburgh-Bürger-Guard.
2021 N&M Press reprint (of original
pub)  xiv + 429 pp + small maps in

colour  & index
Published Price £19.99

This new edition of ‘The Life and
Campaigns of Field-Marshal Prince
Blücher’ contains every word of the
original book – more than 400 pages –
complete with the original pagination,
small battle plans with coloured troop
positions, a map of Germany with
coloured outlines, a good index completes
this excellent reprint.
“Forwards!” he was quoted as saying
when arriving on the field of Waterloo in
the late afternoon. “I hear you say it’s
impossible, but it has to be done! I have
given my promise to Wellington, and you
surely don’t want me to break it? Push
yourselves, my children, and we’ll have
victory!”

 THE SEARCH FOR THE
JAPANESE FLEET

USS Nautilus and the Battle of
Midway

25861 £5.99

David W Jourdan
Hardback 368 pges

A different twist on the Battle of Midway.
The air and surface battle at Midway has
been well documented, at least from the
US side. The author here provides a look
at the submarine role and contribution.
Woven into the tale of World War II is the
modern drama of deep sea discovery as
explorers deploy technological marvels to
the sea floor, over three miles down, to
reveal the relics of history and
commemorate the fallen.

 FIGHTERS OVER THE
AEGEAN

Hurricanes over Crete, Spitfires
over Kos, Beaufighters over the

Aegean

28088 £5.99

Brian Cull
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £18.99

This is the first comprehensive account of
aerial operations over the Aegean 1943
-44, written in Brian Cull’s familiar style it
gives an even handed view from both Axis
and Allied sides.

 THE WAR OF THE SPANISH
SUCCESSION

Paper Soldiers for Marlborough's
Campaigns in Flanders

Paperboys on Campaign series

27992 £6.99

Peter Dennis
Paperback 297mm x 210mm 48

pages colour artwork throughout
Published Price £16.95

Recommend even for the traditional
wargamer with many metal and plastic
figures in there collections,and for the
newer younger breed of gamers. The "on
campaign" books are especially good
value as they concentrate on the figures
and dispense with rules etc- these can be
downloaded for free from the paperboys
website,

 TOBRUK 1942
Rommel and the Defeat of the

Allies

28947 £5.99

David Mitchelhill-Green
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

Utilising a wealth of primary and
secondary sources Mitchelhill-Green
examines why the fortress fell to
Rommel’s Axis forces in just 24 hours
when it held out against repeated attacks
the previous year. Panzerarmee Afrika
attacked Tobruk with massed air support,
penetrated a weak spot on the eastern
defensive perimeter, taking Tobruk and
33,000 prisoners, many of the garrison on
the western perimeter not having been
involved in the fighting. The surrender
was the second largest capitulation by the
British Army in the war,Comparing the
1941 and 1942 battles, this book presents a
new perspective on Tobruk the isolated
Libyan fortress.

 TODGER
Thomas Jones VC, DCM, 1st

Battalion, The Cheshire Regiment

30147 £11.99

Neil Thornton
Hardback, 160 pages + plates

Published Price £25

On 25 September 1916, during the Battle
of Morval, Jones performed an act of
bravery for which he was awarded the
Victoria Cross. He was with his company
covering the advance in front of a village,
when he noticed an enemy sniper 200
yards away. He left his trench on his own,
and crossed no man's land without
covering fire. Although one bullet went
through his helmet and another through his
coat, he returned the sniper's fire and
killed him. Near the enemy trench, he saw
two more Germans firing on him while
simultaneously displaying a white flag.
Jones shot them both. Upon reaching the
enemy trench, he found several occupied
dug-outs and single-handedly disarmed
102 Germans. Three or four were officers,
and the entire trench was taken by Jones
and his comrades.
Jones is buried in Runcorn Cemetery and
his Victoria Cross is displayed at the
Cheshire Military Museum in Chester.

 TRADITIONAL ENEMIES:
BRITAIN’S WAR WITH VICHY

FRANCE 1940-42

24356 £6.99

John D. Grainger
HB, 204 pp

Published Price £19.99

The story of the Anglo-French war within
a war in WW2 is a sometimes shameful
and therefore neglected one that receives a
full treatment in this revealing book.
Apart from Britain’s attack on the French
fleet at Oran, the British invaded and
occupied Vichy-French ruled colonies in
Syria, Madagascar, and west Africa in full
blown campaigns that cost thousands of
lives.
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 TREAT EM ROUGH
The Birth of American Armor

1917–20

30242 £5.99

Dale E. Wilson
Hardback 240 pages
Published Price £25

The author brings these early days of the
Tank Corps to life. Using eyewitness
accounts from the archives at the Army
War College and elsewhere, he details the
design and building of the first tanks, the
training of crews, the monstrous problem
of transport in an age when roads were
built for horse-drawn carriages, the
evolution of armoured combat doctrine
and the three great battles in which tanks
revolutionised modern warfare: St Mihiel,
Meuse-Argonne, and St. Quentin. This
book is well written, organised, and very
informative.

 TURNING THE TIDE
The Battles of Coral Sea and

Midway

30142 £5.99

Philip D. Grove
Softback 240 pages

Published Price £17

Revisits the Royal Navy's official histories
of two pivotal naval battles Coral Sea and
Midway. Taken from the previously
classified battle summaries, numbers 45
and 46, this edition is a valuable aid to the
study of two groundbreaking carrier
battles in the Pacific War.

 VEHICLE ART OF WORLD
WAR TWO

28948 £2.99

John Norris
Hardback, 160 pages

Published Price £19.99

The vast majority of the photos in this title
are of currently existing restored vehicles.
The art shown on the vehicles is too
elaborate to have been in common use and
are more post-war re-enactor fantasies
than reality.

 VERDUN 1916
The Renaissance of the Fortress

26193 £5.99

J. E. Kaufmann
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

An insightful examination the battle of
Verdun in the context of the Great War
from 1914 to 1916. It is not just a retelling
of the battle, but an explanation of how the
situation developed and the importance of
Verdun. Also included is the role of forts
and fortifications and why they were
virtually abandoned before the battle
began. This a a very good study in the
English language, on a neglected but
important subject.

THE VICTORIA CROSS AT SEA
The Sailors, Marines and Naval

Airmen awarded Britain’s Highest
Honour

26194 £4.99

John Winton
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This classic is a thoroughly well
researched piece of work, and the best
book on the Naval recipients of The
Victoria Cross.

 VICTORY ON THE WESTERN
FRONT

The Development of the British
Army 1914-1918

26894 £5.99

Michael Senior
Hardback 238 pages
Published Price £25

Michael Senior provides a challenging and
controversial analysis of the underlying
reasons for the success of the BEF. It is
essential reading for anyone who is keen
to learn about the extraordinary
development of the British army
throughout the war - and to understand
why, and how, the Germans were beaten.

 WAR OF THE WHITE DEATH
Finland Against the Soviet Union

1939-1940

30249 £5.99

Bair Irincheev
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

With its reliance on primary sources from
both sides and its narrow focus on tactical
ground operations this is a useful title.
The meat of the book is in how it describes
the fighting at a tactical level everywhere
it occurred through the entirety of the war.

THE
 WESTERN FRONT

Landscape, Tourism and Heritage

30004 £6.99

Stephen Thomas Miles
Hardcover, 186 pages + colour

plates
Published Price £19.99

Useful for pre-tour (or today’s world
perhaps an armchair tour) research, the
author has put a significant amount of
work in to collating the information
within."
Over time veterans of The Great war
returned and found closure or comradeship
with their brothers in arms. Sadly they
have now all passed away, so it is
fascinating that many of the remembrances
are now undertaken by 2nd and 3rd
generation descendants, aware of family
history, and making personal pilgrimages
to Belgium and France. We have this
interesting title, one that rounds out our
perspective on the Western Front at only
£4.99 - against the cover price of £19.99
well worth having for when we are able to
travel once more to the battlefields.

 WINGS OVER SINAI
The Egyptian Air Force during the

Sinai War 1956

30263 £5.99

David Nicolle, Air Vice Marshal Gabr Ali
Gabr, Tom Cooper

Softback, 112 pages with 120 b/w ills,
2-3 colour ills, 15 colour profiles

Published Price £16.95

This is another one of David Nicolle's
excellent books focusing on the Egyptian
Air Force, focusing on the Egyptian point
of view. Included are several pages of
colour graphics of individual aircraft, a
bibliography, and the best collection of
aircraft photos found on this matter in any
one source elsewhere.

 YPRES: THE HOLY GROUND
OF BRITISH ARMS

28780 £9.99

Major Henry Beckles Willson
SB xiii+83pp  Illustrated 2020

N&MP Reprint of 1920 Original
Edition

An important early Great War guidebook,
written by a man who played a critical role
in the Ypres we see today. Henry Beckles
Willson was a fierce opponent of the
rebuilding of Ypres, feeling that the
horrific losses sustained there by the
British Army meant that it should always
remain a memorial. As Town Major of
Ypres, he was instrumental in the
development of Ypres as the focal point of
Remembrance; he was also pivotal in the
creation of the Ypres League.
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A Fine Example of the Victorian Colonial Schooner 

A most informative and very valuable work for anyone interested in 
both the Victorian Navy and the skills and techniques of a master 

model-maker. This is a book full of great detail, clearly the result of 
much careful research and labour in making a fine model. The great 

pains that William Mowll has gone to ensure authenticity are evident. 
HMS Gannet, beautifully restored today at Chatham Historic Dockyard, is a fine 
example of the small colonial schooners that were built and deployed in the 
second half of the nineteenth century to police Britain’s great empire and 
enforce the peace of Pax Britannica. Launched at Sheerness in 1878 with her 
white Mediterranean livery and elegant clipper bow, she was the epitome of the 
colonial gunboat.  

In this marvellous book by the well-known ship modeller William Mowll, the 
design and history of Gannet is outlined before the author takes the reader on a 
detailed photographic step-by-step exposition of the building of his 1/48 scale 

model of the ship. A particular feature of the model is the inclusion of a static representation of the 2-cylinder 
compound steam engine with its three cylindrical boilers. Exquisitely detailed, with even the bunkered coal 
beautifully modelled, all the machinery is made visible by means of the removable deck. The author has therefore 
reconstructed a major feature of the ship which is no longer extant on the prototype at Chatham.  

All the information that a ship modeller might need is included here: hull construction and the coppering of the ship’s 
bottom, the making of the ship’s steam propulsion systems, the decks and decking, armament, steering gear, mast and 
yards and rigging, and even the furniture in the wardroom. No part of the ship is left hidden. Inspiring with the sheer 
quality of his workmanship, the author has brought beautifully to life another of Britain’s great museum ships.

HMS GANNET —Ship & Model—

GAS WARFARE IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR 
Anti-gas Protection and Gas Masks in the Armies of the 

German Empire, Austria-Hungary and Italy 
Respected publishers Verlag Militaria turn their attention and considerable expertise to the field of 
First World War Gas Warfare with their usual assurance. The military equipment of this bloody 
European war is superbly illustrated from both national heritage and private collections. This is  
now the standard reference work on the subject. 

In recent years the study of the gas-defence equipment supplied to the warring armies has seen 
growing interest. This book, comprehensively illustrated with photographs of more than 200 
original specimens preserved in private collections or museums, seeks to describe and illustrate 
the most important gas-defence equipment used during the First World War by the imperial armies of Germany and Austria-
Hungary and by the army of the Kingdom of Italy. 

This publication describes the development of these devices over time, from the first respirators borrowed from the sanitary 
sector to sophisticated protective masks with filters and their corresponding containers, and special clothing for protection against 
blister-forming gases. Numerous official documents from the war years are accompanied by a number of important original 
photographs from the period that testify to the extensive use of gas-defence equipment in the trenches of the First World War. 

The book also contains an historical overview of research in the field of poison gases by the three nations, information about 
the industries that took part in their production, and a chapter dedicated to the most important types of poison gas. 

Product code:  30266 • Hardback, 504 pages •  Our price: £99.99

30050 • Hardback • 128 pages • Published at £25 - Our Early-bird Offer Price is £5.99


